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U
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 D leptonic decays

 D hadronic decays

Strong phase in D0 decays: Constraint 

on g/f3 measurement in B decays

D0D0 mixing parameters and CP violation

Introduction

Absolute BFs of Lc
+ decays

No absolute BF measurements of Lc
+ using near 

threshold data before BESIII

fD(s)+, fK(p)
+(0): better calibrate LQCD

|Vcs(d)|: better test on CKM unitarity

Leptonic and hadronic decays of charmed hadrons (D0, D+, Ds
+ and 

Lc
+) provide an ideal test-bed to explore weak and strong effects

Hadronic decays: structure, SU(3) symmetry 

 D rare decays  Search for new physics
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 (Semi-)leptonic D(s) decays

D(s)
+
l+v & Kl+v

 Summary

 Lc
+ decays at BESIII 

 Hadronic D(s) decays

structure & quantum correlation

 Data at threshold   

Some selected 

topics at CLEO-

c and BESIII



Experiments near threshold
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 e+e-
y(3770)D0D0,D+D-@~3.773 GeV from MARKIII, BESII, 

CLEO-c and BESIII

 e+e-
y(4030)Ds

+Ds
-@~4.03 GeV from BESI and BESIII

 e+e-
y(4170)Ds

*+Ds
-+c.c.@~4.17 GeV from MARKIII, CLEO-c 

and BESIII

 e+e-
Lc

+Lc
-+c.c.@~4.6 GeV at BESIII

iii BNN STSTDDST 2 ST yield:

iii BBNN sig  vs.STsigSTDDDT 2 DT yield:

Branching fraction:
sig

tot
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 D0(+) samples

D0(+), Ds
+, Lc

+ samples (pb-1) at BESIII

 Ds
+/Ds

+/Lc
+ samples

Focus on some 

selected topics from 

CLEO-c and BESIII

A series of results 

were published 

using a portion of 

data at CLEO-c. Final 

results are chosen
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(Semi)leptonic D(s) decays



D(s)
+ leptonic decays
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 Decay constant fD(s)+ with input |Vcd(s)|
CKMfitter

 CKM matrix element |Vcd(s)| with input fLQCD
D(s)+

In the SM:

Bridge to precisely measure
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150 m+v+t+v signals

KLp+

PRD78(2008)052003

fD+=205.87.52.5 MeV

Measurement of fD+ at CLEO-c

818 pb-1 around y(3770) (2004-2008)

B[D+
m+n](3.820.320.09)×10-4
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Improved B[D+
m+v],  fD+|Vcd| at BESIII

B[D+
m+n](3.710.190.06)×10-4

fD+(203.25.31.8) MeV |Vcd|0.22100.00580.0047

Input tD+, mD+, mm+ on PDG 

and |Vcd| of CKM-Fitter

Input tD+, mD+, mm+ on PDG and 

LQCD calculated fD+=2074 

MeV[PRL100(2008)062002]

PRD89(2014)051104R

40921 signals

2.93 fb-1 data@ 3.773 GeV
e+e-
y(3770)D+D-

4

D
10)34.031.170(N -

tag
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p-p-p+

D-
Ksp

-p0 D-
Ksp

-p-p+D-
K+p-p-p-p+
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Evidence for D+
t+(p+v)v (4s) at BESIII

B[D+
t+n](1.200.24stat.)×10-3

SM prediction: 2.660.01

BESIII: 3.210.64

With 6 dominant D- single tag
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Comparison of fD+

fD+ [MeV]
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fDs+=263.38.21.9 MeV

PRD79(2009)052001

23514 Ds
+
m+v+t+v signals

12616 Ds
+
t+v signals

Absolute measurement gives 

significantly improved statistical 

and systematic errors [697 signal]
18116 Ds

+
t+v signals

15517 Ds
+
t+v signals

fDs+=252.211.15.2 MeV

fDs+=257.813.35.2 MeV

PRD79(2009)052002

PRD80(2009)112004

Measurements of fDs+ at CLEO-c

Ds*
+Ds

-, 600 pb-1 @ 4.17 GeV

B[Ds
+
m+n](5.650.450.17)×10-

3
B[Ds

+
t+n](6.420.810.18)%

B[Ds
+
t+n](5.300.470.21)%

B[Ds
+
t+n](5.520.570.22)%
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fDs+ at 4.009 GeV at BESIII

MBC sideband region

MBC signal region

m+v

t+v

non-Ds
+ bkg  

Ds
+ bkg  

fDs+(241.016.36.6) MeV

B[Ds
+
t+n](4.830.650.26)%

31215127N -
sD


tag

B[Ds
+
m+n](0.4950.0670.026)%PRD94(2016)072004



Improved B[Ds
+
m+v], fDs+|Vcs| at BESIII

N[Ds
+
m+v]=1135.033.1

1. Constraining signal/BKGI ratio via signal MC

2. Fixing BKGII via inclusive MC

14

3.19  fb-1 data taken at 4.178 GeV in 2016 Use m counter to suppress background

0.389M ST 

Ds
- mesons

B[Ds
+
m+v]=(5.280.15stat  0.14syst)10-3

fDs|Vcs|=242.53.5stat3.7syst MeV
PRD51(1995)111



Comparisons of fDs+ and |Vcs|
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Taking |Vcs|
CKMfitter as input

Taking fDs
LQCD (PRD90(2014)074509) as input  

Taken from 

PDG, and the 

SL method 

suffers about 

2.4% 

uncertainty 

from LQCD



Semi-leptonic decay DK(p)e+v
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Differential rates:

Bridge to precisely measure:

 Form factors f+
DK(p)(0) with input |Vcd(s)|

CKMfitter

 CKM matrix element |Vcs(d)| with input f+
LQCD,DK(p)(0)

− Single pole form − Modified pole model

− ISGW2 model − Series expansion model
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Tagged analyses of DK(p)e+v at CLEO-c
818 pb-1 data at 3.773 GeV

PRD80(2009)032005
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PRD92(2015)072012

D0
K-e+n D0

p-e+n

Analyses of DK(p)e+v dynamics at BESIII
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Comparisons of FFs by D+
K0(p0)e+v

First and 

second errors 

are statistical 

and systematic

PRD96(2017)012002
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Comparison of |Vcd(s)|

|Vcd| |Vcs| 
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Analysis of D+
KLe+v at BESIII

fK
+(0)|Vcs| =0.7280.0060.011 r1=a1/a0=-1.910.330.24

ACP
D+KLe+v=(-0.590.60  1.50)%

B(D+
KLe+v) =(4.4820.0270.103)%

Simultaneous fit to event density I(q2) with 2-par. series Form Factor

 Regardless of long flight distance, KL

interact with EMC and deposit part of 

energy, thus giving position information 

After reconstructing all other particles, 

KL can be inferred with position 

information and constraint Umiss0

D+
KLe+v is 

measured for 

the first time

PRD92(2015)112008

With 6 dominant 

D- single tag
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Improved BF for D+
K0m+v at BESIII

Simultaneous fits

K0
p0p0

K0
p+p-

16516±130

4198±33

Taking B[D0
K-m+v] 

and B[D+
K0e+v] 

from the PDG as input

Support isospin conservation in 

these two decays within errors

Consistent with theory 

prediction 0.97 within error

EPJC76(2016)369

044.0963.0
][

][
0

0
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With 6 dominant D- single tag
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Lepton universality in D0(+)
p-(0)l+v at BESIII

K0p+p-

K0p+p0

p0p+p-

p0p+p0

227663 D0
p-m+v

134042 D+
p0m+v

Other

Other

1~
)(2

)(
0

0

IS
vD

vD
R

++

+-










p

p

 Isospin symmetry (IS)

)1.2(   043.0911.0IS seR

02.003.003.1IS eR

PDG16:

BESIII:

 Lepton universality (LU)

97.0~
)(

)(
)0()(0

)0()(0
)(0

LU
veDB

vDB
R

+-+

+-+
+






p

mp

)2.0(~   08.082.00

LU sR

BFs on PDG16:

Expectations based on ZPC46 

(1990)93, PRD69 (2004)074025, 

PLB633(2006)61 and PDG16

Large error in B[D0
p-m+v] and no 

measure of B[D+
p0m+v]. Precision 

measurements are desired

BFs:

agrees with PDG and with better precision

measured for the first time

LU:

agree with expectation in 1.5(1.1) s

IS:

agree with IS prediction within uncertainty

With 3(6) dominant D0(-) single tag
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Semileptonic Ds
+ decays at CLEO-c

with 600 pb-1 data@4.17 GeV

PRD92(2015)112003

q(h-h’ mixing angle )=(4222)0

q(f0-ss mixing angle )=(20+32
-20)

0

with 310 pb-1 data@4.17 GeV

PRD80(2009)052007
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Measurements of Ds
+
 h(’)e+v at 4.009 GeV

PRD94(2016)112003

 Benefit the understanding of the source of difference of inclusive 

decay rates of D0(+) and Ds
+

 Complementary information to understand h-h’ mixing

CLEOII 95 CLEOc09 CLEOc15



Ds
+
K0e+ne Ds

+
K*0e+ne

Nobs=117.213.9 Nobs=155.017.2

BESIII 
preliminary

BESIII 
preliminary

B[Ds
+
K0e+ne ]  =(3.250.38stat0.14syst)10-3 B[Ds

+
K*0e+ne ]=(2.380.26stat0.12syst)10-3

(3.90.9)10-3 [PDG17] (1.80.4)10-3 [PDG17]

Fit background 
via inclusive MC
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Data MDs-

sideband

Studies of Ds
+
K(*)0e+v at 4.178 GeV

Four dimensional un-binned likelihood 

fit is performed. K* paramters are fixed

rV=1.670.340.16

r2=0.770.280.07 
Taking |VCKMfitter

cd| as input
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Hadronic structure and 
quantum correlation



 Quantum correlated D0D0 decays:

 Interference  strong phase parameters ci and si 

Impact on g/f3, which is important for CKM UT

 CP asymmetry in mixing and decays

28

 Window into strong final-state interactions

 Better inputs for beauty physics

Direct measurement

g is the worst measured angle, 

mostly due to systematic error 

Significant deviation from UT will 

imply NP beyond SM

D hadronic decays



yCP=(-2.11.30.7)%

PLB 744(2015)339 29

D0D0 mixing parameter yCP at BESIII



30cosdKp=1.020.110.060.01

With external inputs of the parameters in HFAG2013 and PDG

PLB734(2014)227

most precise to date

dKp is important to relate to mixing 
parameters x and y from x’ and y’

AKp
CP=(12.71.30.7)%

Strong phase difference dKp at BESIII
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Strong phase difference dKp at CLEO-c
PRD86(2012)112001

07.022.0

05.018.081.0cos ++

--d

04.041.001.0sin -d
01328

053 )10( ++

--d

If including external inputs on 
mixing parameters in the fit,  

00.019.0

80.071.01.15cos ++

--d

0.210.32

0.20-0.31-56.0sin ++d

011

17)81( +

-d
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Strong phase difference dKpp0/K3p at CLEO-c
PRD80(2009)031105

014

17D )227(cos
0 +

-ppK 026

23

3

D )114(cos +

-pK

0.070.84R 0 
ppK

0.20

0.30-3 0.33R +pK

Significant coherence Lower coherence
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Help to reduce systematic/model 
uncertainty of CKM UT angle g/f3 

(GGSZ method PRD68(2003)054018)

Strong phase difference in D0/D0KS
0p+p-
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PRD82(2010)112006

Strong phase difference in D0/D0KS
0h+h-

Uncertainty in g/f3 due to strong 
phase difference error is expected 
to be 1.70-3.90

Uncertainty in g/f3 due to strong 
phase difference error is expected 
to be 3.20-3.90

KS
0p+p- KS

0K+K-
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 Consistent with CLEOc, better 
stat. err

 Reduction of contribution to 
uncertainty of g meas. of 
40%(80% for 20fb-1)

 Improved stat. from B factories 
could place uncertainty from 
ci,si contribution @1%

BESIII preliminary

Improved measurement is expected at BESIII

CLEO-c
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taken from Liming Zhang’s talk at FPCPV2016

More y(3770) data at BESIII will better constrain on g/f3

Constraint on g/f3 measurement
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Amplitude analysis of D0
K+K-p+p- at CLEO-c

PRD85(2012)122002

Search for CPV in the SCS decay

Previous analyses from E691 and FOCUS

Strong phase to benefit g/f3

818 pb-1 data@3.774  GeV

600 pb-1 data@4.17  GeV

9 fb-1 data@~10 GeV with CLEOII.V

15.3 fb-1 data@7-11.2 GeV with CLEOIII

2959 flavor-tagged and 181 

CP-tagged true signals

The sensitive to the CP-violating parameter 

g/f3 from 2000 B+
D0(K+K-p+p-)K+ decay is 

estimated to be (11.30.3)0
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Amplitude analysis of D0
KSK-p+/K+p- at CLEO-c

PRD89(2012)092016

818 pb-1 data@3.774  GeV

15.3 fb-1 data@7-11.2 GeV with CLEOIII

useful inputs for charm-mixing measurement

08.073.0R KKS
p

0KK

D )2.153.8(S pd

16.000.1R
KK*  0KK

D )8.155.26(
*

d
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Amplitude analysis of D0
KSp0p0 at CLEO-c

Ideal to study pp S-wave contribution without r amplitude 

1259 tagged events with about 7.5% 

backgrounds
PRD84(2011)092005
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Dalitz plot analysis of D+
p+p-p+ at CLEO-c

PRD86(2012)112001

isobar model fit

Large S-wave contribution 

is found at low pp mass

Dalitz plot

6991 candidates with 2159 backgrounds

with single tag method from 281 pb-1 data
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Dalitz plot analysis of D+
K+K-p+ at CLEO-c

PRD78(2008)072003 9757 D+ and 9701 D- signals

CPV is also searched in 

different amplitudes 
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Dalitz plot analysis of Ds
+
K+K-p+ at CLEO-c

PRD79(2008)072008 14400 candidates with ~15% background 

method from 586 pb-1 data

Comparing to E687 

model, involving an 

additional  f0(1370) 

amplitude gives the best 

fit quality and involving 

other amplitude does 

not
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provide rich 
information about 
sub-resonance and 
strong phase

Partial branching fractions calculated by combining fit 

fractions with PDG’s D+
KSp+p0 branching ratio

PRD89(2014)052001

Dalitz plot analysis of D+
KSp+p0 at BESIII
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Amplitude analysis of D0
K-p+p+p- at BESIII

Help to determine the absolute BF, strong phase, benefit g/f3

Previous analyses only from MarkIII and E691

PRD95(2017)072010
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Amplitude analysis of D+
KSp+p+p- at BESIII

Help to understand DAP decay and the mixing 

between K1(1270) and K1(1400)

Input BPDG[D+
KSp+p+p-]
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Lc
+ decays at BESIII



Systematic studies of Lc
+, search for new decays, absolute BF 

measurements are important to fully explore the Lc
+ decay mechanisms 

 Lc
+ was observed in 1979

 Sum of BFs of known decays 

Lc
+ is only about 60%

 In 2014, Belle reported 

improved measurement of 

B[Lc
+
pK-p+], with a precision 

of ~5%

47

 Before 2014, all decays of Lc
+

are measured relative to Lc
+

pK-p+, which suffer large 

error of  25%, with high energy 

data. No absolute 

measurement using data 

produced at Lc
+ pair threshold

Studies of Lc
+ decays before 2014
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Improved BFs of Lc
+
 hadronic decays

PRL116(2016)052001

Much better 

precision

ST: ~15000 DT: ~1000
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Theory: (1.4-9.2)%

B[Lc
+
Lm+nm]=(3.490.460.26)%B[Lc

+
Le+n]=(3.630.380.20)%

[Lc
+
Lm+nm]/[Lc

+
Le+ne] 0.96±0.16±0.04

PLB767 (2017)42PRL115(2015)221805

3 fb-1 data help to explore FF studies

First absolute BFs of Lc
+
Ll+v
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Measurements of SCS decays Lc
+
pK+K- /p+p-

Lc
+
pK-p+ Lc

+
pp-p+

These help to distinguish predictions from different theoretical 

models and understand contributions from factorizable effects

PRL117(2016)232002 Lc
+
pK-K+
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Observation of Lc
+
 nKSp+

B[Lc
+
nKSp+]=(1.820.230.11)%

[Lc
+
nK0p+]/[Lc

+
pK-p+]=0.620.09

[Lc
+
nK0p+]/[Lc

+
pK0p+]=0.970.16

Help to understand SU(3) and isospin 

symmetry and determine strong phase 
Cai-Dian Lv et al, PRD93(2016)056008

First measurement of BF of Lc
+ decay 

containing neutron

PRL118(2017)112001



Lc
+
S-p+p+ Lc

+
S-p+p+p0 

Nobs=161.3±15.2 Nobs=88.1±13.9

Preliminary results :

B[Lc
+
S-p+p+]   =(1.810.170.09)%

B[Lc
+
S-p+p+p0]=(2.110.330.14)%   [First observation]

The previous one is consistent with and more precise than the PDG 

value of [Lc
+
S-p+p+ ]=(2.3±0.4)%. 

Observation of Lc
+
 S-p+p+p0

PLB772(2017)388

46
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Evidence of Lc
+
ph and search of Lc

+
pp0

PRD95(2017)111102(RC)

B[Lc
+
ph](1.240.280.10)×10-3

4.2s

B[Lc
+
pp0]<2.710-4 90%CL
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Inclusive decay Lc
+
LX

70629

Agrees with PDG2015 value (3511)%,

stat. only

Help to explore the source of missing 

decays and search for new decay. Better 

input for charm baryon and B physics

Lc
+
pKS

0 Lc
+
pK-p+



Summary
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 Studies of (semi-)leptonic D decays lead to improved decay 

constant fD+ and form factor f+
DK(p)(q2), which are important 

to test and calibrate LQCD calculations, CKM matrix element 

|Vcs(d)|, which are important to test the CKM matrix unitarity 

 Some preliminary results on Ds
+ decays with 3.19 fb-1 data@ 

4.178 GeV at BESIII are coming

 More results with improved precision (with more data) are 

expected

 Significantly improved measurements of Lc
+ decays with 

threshold data at 4.6 GeV have been made at BESIII

 Studies of hadronic structure and quantum correction in 

y(3770)D0D0 have been performed in wide range

 In recent 10 years, rapid progress in charm hadron studies  

has been made with threshold data at CLEO-c and BESIII
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Thank you!



Form factors in Ds
+
K*0e+ne
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Definition of the angular variables[1,2]
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